NEWS RELEASE

OPEN VIDEO CALL

FEBRUARY 4–MARCH 22, 2015

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2015
PUBLIC RECEPTION: 6–8PM (FREE FOR ALL)
EXHIBITION WALKTHROUGH: 5PM (ICA MEMBERS ONLY)
WITH CURATOR KATE KRACZON AND ARTISTS

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Laud fifteen years of Open Video Call! OVC alumni include artists Kara Crombie, Alex Da Corte, Tim Heidecker and Eric Wareheim, Amy Hicks, J. Makary, Jeroen Nelemans, and Leslie Rogers; hosts The Dufala Brothers and Jayson Musson; and jurors representing arts organizations throughout the Philadelphia area, from the Philadelphia Museum of Art to Vox Populi.

ICA presents new works on video by Philadelphia-area artists and filmmakers annually in the Ramp Space as part of OVC. This year’s jurors are Erica Battle, the John Alchin and Hal Maryatt Associate Curator of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia Museum of Art; Beth Heinly, artist; and Karl McCool, Assistant Director, Dirty Looks.

The 2015 OVC artists are:

Scott Cooper
Jason Hsu
Michelle Macinsky
Yue Nakayama
Jen Nugent and Jorge Galvan
Zach Tron
Amanda Wagner

Organized by ICA Assistant Curator Kate Kraczon since 2009.